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pei chen wang

No one, wise Kublai, knows better than you that the city must never be confused with the words that
describe it. And yet between the one and the other  there is a connection.

from   Invisible Cities      Author  Italo Calvino 

My name is Pei-Chen, Wang. I am now a sophomore student majoring in architecture at National Taipei University of 
Technology. I have a passion in architecture. I am proud of learning architecture. Architecture is not only a single knowl-
edge, it also includes different kinds of intellectual. It is philosophic, abstract, impetuous and scientific. I will describe 
architecture as the sea and famous architects are reefs. I am just a sand of the beach. Architecture is inscrutable.

I get the message of this activity from my teacher. I am lucky to have this chance. I think the scholarship is not only for 
us, but also a contribution to Taiwan. The organizer hopes that we can absorb the nutrient as seeds. And then give feed-
back to Taiwan.

That is the reason why I get rid of some routes everyone goes. What I think is that how to use this scholarship in limit 
period and what can I bring back to Taiwan as a student who major in architecture in Taiwan. 

I am used to discussing social issues. A lot of historical relics destroyed by governments and financial groups in recent 
years. It is a paradox to preserve historic relics are not. Historic relics can show the features. There are many different 
kinds of historic relics in Taiwan. Most of them are not preserved and rebuilt well. As an old city, Budapest preserves 
large part of historic relics and the ancient traffic system of the city. The situation of Budapest includes new things and 
old things. In order to preserve most of historic relics, there are multivariate traffic systems and different kinds of trans-
portation.

I create a normalized table to memorize the features of every building, the situation of the city and the relation between 
buildings and the city. I might make a research of 40 buildings.  

I will specially attend a local workshop about architecture for a week. This workshop is open to everyone, including inter-
national students. The aim of this workshop is community development. 

I will use multiple analysis methods for showing the travel report, which full of educational value.

During this trip, I will study how they used the methods to combine new buildings with old buildings and the way they 
treated to historic relics. Managing to figure out new concepts and sharing them to Taiwan.

name : 王佩宸  pei chen wang
english : arezia
location : taipei
phone :0975500518
school:國立台北科技大學
major:  建築系



Budapest 

There are many historical  relics  in TAIWAN ..  but.. 

Symbiosis/   principal ancient landmarks /  modern buildings ft. transportation

The protection of historic relics in Taiwan is very worrying. The government usually 
demolish it and build a new one or just add some construction casually. Making use of historic relics 
properly can be a solution of city planning and local specialties developing.

budapest
Hungary

Why  is  budapest

2.

The communications in Budapest are complicated and multivariate. In order to preserve historic relics and the 
original transportation of the city, there are multivariate traffic systems and different kinds of transportation.

Budapest is called “paris of eastern ”. The protection or debelopment of historic relics in Budapest is very 
adventurous but considerate. After world war II, the city gradually form it’s own local characteristics. The 
old buldings is fixed so the news buldings have to coexisting with it. The planning of Mass Transport must fit 
the shpe of the city and keep the old buldings.

The method of analysis:
During the process of moving from one place to another, visiting buildings, learning experiences and know-
ing the different types of transportation. We will mention that with the following table.

The main issue



Ancient landmarksModern buildings
ft. transportationSymbiosis     principal

With all its history and all its century-old historical buildings, Budapest possess great value of tourism, therefore, how modern city 
functions be integrated into the ancient fabric, becomes crucial. The city’s master plan, which pays great attention and respect to the 
monuments, has heavily impacted upon the city’s traffic system, also, due to its dynamic topography alongside Danube River, the city 
shows great potential in developing unique, interesting ways of moving, gives us a new prospect of mobility. During my stay, I would 
like to study closely into how this inspiring traffic system mediating between ancient monuments and modern city, bring vitality and 
vibrancy into historical sites, and how two systems with so different ages can be integrated with efficiency. 

The old city is peppered with modern architecture

varrious of  Transportation

city
shape Street blocks 

I want found
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Visit the buildings
hisorical relics         new building            Complex

I analyze these three type buldings by using form(next page). There is also some special 
public transportations and public squares included.

building
new   .  old 

How many buildings

4.

Andrassy Avenue Bedo house

Budapest Castle Hill 
Funicular

Dohany utcai 
Zsinagoga

Elisabeth Bridge

former parisiana 
night 

Gellert Thermal Bath Hungarian State Oper ING Heakquarters

kira bazaarmadach apartment 
block

Magyar Nemzeti 
Muzeum

Modern and Breitner
Department Store

postal saving bankSwan house

Szechenyi furdo Terror house

TOROK BANKING 
HOUSE

walko house

Heroes' Square

Kelenfoldi Eromu

moszkva ter metro
station

museum of applied art palatinus houses Palatinus Strandfurdo

people stadium

school of applied arts

tschogl bulding

water towerzoo

former stuhmer 
chocolate factory

OTI apartment blocks

ruchbinder house

Rumbach zsinagoga

Transformer Station

Fisherman’s Bastion

Balna BudapestFarkasret mortuary 
chapel

Former simplon 
cinema

Országház



ft. transportation
In Budapest  Transportation is pluralistic ,because of  the historical relics  need to be kept , 
so the city shape is stationary，people have to fit  the old city shape ，and there is many 
kind of Different ways of moving.

analysis method：  
i use the form to record  a’to  b’（from building1 tobuilding2) how many kind of  trans-
portation i get, and use the mapto Cross reference.

#  detail is in page 6

Multivariate
transportation

5.
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normalization

standardization

 Let's do a table
 Let's do REAL
CONTEMPORARY
ARCHITECTURE
CENTRE

KÉK is an independent architectural cultural centre oper-
ated by young Hungarian architects, artists and civilians. 
The centre aims to open new perspectives in architectural 
and urban thinking in Hungary through its fresh, provok-
ing and focused programs, relevant also in international 
context. This organization is currently the only interna-
tionally acknowledged professional platform representing 
contemporary architecture in Hungary.

The activities of KÉK receive intensive local and interna-
tional attention and acknowledgement. Since its founda-
tion in 2006 almost 500 events have been organized, 
including Hungarian and international exhibitions, confer-
ences, architecture tours and festivals, attracting over 400 
000 visitors. KÉK also collects data on the Hungarian 
architectural scenery for international architecture data-
bases, and participates in Hungarian educational program 
as well.

KÉK has built an extensive international network of part-
ner organisations, such as the DAZ - Deutsches Architektur 
Zentrum, AzW-Architektur Zentrum Wien and CCEA-Cen-
ter for Central European Architecture Prague.

Worksop Buildings  Analysis  Sample  （This table will be printed for travel)

transportation
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new old
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time demographic
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Refugee 
New Construction 
Underground

Syrian refugees: do not know why 
Hungary so cruel to us

Government of Hungary supposes that 
victims stay in  Bicske and Gellert are 
economical Refugee.Those victims are 
forced to live here illigally.  They could 
live in Afghanistan or Turkey safely,
A man called  aman   is a special victims 
between war refugee and economical 
refugee  .A case like aman is a horny 
problem of refugee in all Europe country 
.

Modern buildings are Underground

In Budapest Modern buildings are 
Underground is a trend，because there 
is too many historical rilics  are on the 
ground,so if  modern buildings want to 
show up complete  should be under-
ground,and in this case  is  successful.  


